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Overview 

Momentum works in the long term, particularly when combined with other negatively 
correlated strategies, such as value. In this report, the authors of Fact, Fiction, 
and Momentum Investing, from The Journal of Portfolio Management’s 40th 
Anniversary Issue, dispel some of the common misconceptions about momentum 
investing. Read on for practical insights into how to best approach momentum 
investing.

Practical Applications

• The momentum premium persists. It exists for over 200 years of US stock 
market data and in over 40 countries.

• Combine momentum with value. Combining momentum investing with 
negatively correlated strategies such as value investing can produce some of the 
highest risk-adjusted returns over time. 

• Diversify to hedge it in a downturn. Momentum alone can suffer at rare times, so 
investors can hedge by combining it with value exposure. 

Practical Applications Report

Though momentum investing has been around for a long time, it has endured a 
number of widely held misconceptions. Some common errors are that it works mainly 
on the short side, that its returns are small and sporadic, that it is limited to small-
cap securities, and that its trading costs are too high. But investors need to study the 
academic literature, apply publicly available empirical data and connect the dots: The 
momentum premium persists.

This article, by longtime proponents of momentum and value investing, gets its arms 
around the academic research and highlights the positive performance of momentum 
investing in the US and other markets, and even in other asset classes. Showing 
that the momentum premium can be observed over 200 years of data, for dozens of 
financial markets and for different asset classes, the authors bust the 10 most common 
myths about momentum investing. 
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The aim is to show that “anyone repeating these myths, in any dimension, after 
reading this piece is simply ignoring the facts,” the authors say in the article. The 
co-authors are AQR Capital Management Managing Partner Clifford Asness, his 
partners and colleagues Andrea Frazzini and Ronen Israel, and Tobias Moskowitz, 
the Fama Family Professor of Finance at the University of Chicago Booth School 
of Business. 

The authors give us a comprehensive overview of the literature, results from their 
own empirical studies, and perspective on why misconceptions about momentum 
investing persist. They acknowledge that the momentum strategy by itself has not 
fared as well over the past few years. Smart investors need to combine momentum 
with other strategies, notably value investing, to produce positive risk-adjusted 
returns over the long term, say the authors.

You can read about the myths—why they persist and how they are debunked—in the 
full article. Here are some highlights:

• The momentum premium is evident in over 200 years of US market data; for
example, between 1927 and 2013, there was an 8.3% annual average spread of
recent winners over recent losers.

• Using Kenneth French’s well-known data set, almost half of momentum’s
premium comes from the long side versus the short side.

• The momentum premium is significant among large-cap stocks, which is of only
slightly smaller magnitude than small-cap stocks.

• Using AQR Capital data of live trades between 1998 and 2013, momentum does
not show unsustainably high trading costs.

Questions And Answers

What led you to debunk the myths of momentum investing now? 
Asness: These myths have been around for a long time, but they continue to be 
repeated despite a large body of evidence and literature refuting them. We decided it 
was time to bring all that evidence and research together to comprehensively attempt 
to dismantle these myths. 

Which myths seem to be the most confusing for institutional 
investors, and why? Have you had to explain away a lot of these 
misconceptions for your clients?
Israel: I think the three myths that are most misunderstood among institutional 
investors are whether momentum survives transaction costs, whether there is any 
theory behind momentum, and (this is related) if the returns will go away. We spend 
a lot of time providing answers to these important questions, using both empirical 
evidence and academic theory.  

There’s been a fair amount of research done in this area. Why is it 
that momentum investing isn’t more widespread among investors? 
Frazzini: Part of the issue is that while there is a lot of evidence refuting these 
myths, the research is spread out and not tied together cohesively. Our paper attempts 
to address exactly that, which should hopefully provide for greater, widespread 
understanding of the facts and the issues in a unified way.

Key Definitions

Momentum Investing 

An investment strategy that buys or 
overweights securities that performed well 
versus their peers and underweights or 
shorts securities that underperformed.

Using KENNETH 
FRENCH’s well-known 
data set, almost half of 
momentum’s premium 
comes from the long 
side versus the short 
side. 

Using AQR Capital data 
of live trades between 

1998 and 2013,
momentum does not show 
unsustainably high trading 
costs. 
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OTHER RESEARCHERS 
WRITING ABOUT 
MOMENTUM

✓ KENT DANIEL,
Columbia University

✓ NARASIMHAN
JEGADEESH,
Emory University

✓ SHERIDAN TITMAN,
University of Texas at Austin

✓ MARK GRINBLATT,
UCLA

Asness, Frazzini, Israel, 
Moskowitz— 

Their wives and kids 
get a little bored of 
hearing about value and 
momentum.

What makes momentum investing different or beneficial? What are 
the key takeaways that you’d like readers of your article to grasp?
Frazzini: We don’t think momentum is different. Rather, we think it is a style of 
investing on equal footing with other styles—like value—based on long-term, strong 
empirical evidence and, equally important, solid economic intuition. It is a strong 
strategy on its own, but more important, it helps diversify a portfolio with exposure 
to other styles, like value. 

Given the poor results of the strategy during market crashes, as in 
2009, is more study needed? What can momentum investors do to 
better position themselves?
Moskowitz: Actually, momentum investing didn’t suffer during the market crash. 
Momentum suffered after the market crash, beginning in late March/early April 
2009, when there was a sharp reversal in the market. We know that momentum can 
suffer during periods of sharp reversals, as the strategy is betting on a continuation 
of performance.  The best way for a momentum investor to protect against these 
scenarios is to diversify with other styles, like value. 

Who are other authors whose work on momentum investing you like? 
Moskowitz: There are a number of great researchers out there working on these 
topics, including a few of our colleagues at AQR: John Liew, Lasse Pedersen 
and Antti Ilmanen. Kent Daniel of Columbia University has also done a lot on 
momentum, specifically looking at the bad times for the strategy. Narasimhan 
Jegadeesh of Emory University and Sheridan Titman of the University of Texas 
at Austin were co-authors on the original study on momentum and both continue 
to write about it today. Mark Grinblatt at UCLA is another name who has written 
some seminal work (and was Moskowitz’s Ph.D. advisor).

Q: Our subscribers like to learn a little more about the authors: what 
do you read for fun? Or, what do you like to do to relax when not 
doing research/working?
All Authors: This is it. This is all we do. This is our fun. We also spend time 
with our wives and kids, though they get a little bored of hearing about value and 
momentum, unfortunately. Perhaps we will grow as people some day, or they will 
adapt to us. We are clearly hoping for the latter. 

Q: What’s next on the research front? What areas are you 
working on?
Asness: The four of us are currently working on a related paper: Fact, Fiction and 
Value Investing. Similar to what we did for momentum here, we think we can help 
dispel a lot of the myths around value investing. We take the same approach by 
outlining 10 myths of value investing, then proceeding to dismantle them by bringing 
together the research and evidence that refutes these myths. 

To order reprints of this report, please contact Dewey Palmieri 
at dpalmieri@iijournals.com or 212-224-3675.

The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views 
of AQR Capital Management, its affiliates, or its employees; do not constitute an offer, solicitation 
of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial 
instruments, and may not be construed as such. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of 
experiencing investment losses. 
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